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100YLA Online Conversation Series: Intergenerational Transfer
of Wealth (June 11, 8:30pm HKT)

The transfer of wealth between generations is filled with challenges and
opportunities. Communication between the generations can be sensitive, especially if there
is estrangement between family members. Multiple sibling families with unique needs and
expectations can strain family relationships. As people live longer, their resources may be
used to maintain their standard of living leaving less wealth to share with their
children. Geographical, cultural and racial disparities also exist. In some communities, the
flow of wealth moves from child to parent, not parent to child. Living longer requires that we
consider new rules and potential new policies to enable the intergenerational transfer of
wealth. 

Join us for an enriching conversation with Professor Kate Cagney and her special
guests, Professor Charles Yuji Horioka and Professor Roger King, on Episode 4 of
“100 Year Lives in Asia”.

June 11, 2020 (Thursday)
7:30am | Chicago
1:30pm | London
2:30pm | Paris
6:00pm | Delhi
7:30pm | Jakarta | Ho Chi Minh City
8:30pm | Hong Kong | Beijing | Singapore | Manila | Taipei
9:30pm | Tokyo | Seoul
10:30pm | Sydney

Watch LIVE on Yuen Campus Facebook and website.
Register on Zoom to join Q&A and access the recording.

Check out all 100YLA episodes HERE!
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